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The enchanting eyes of her young figures express an immense
fragility, a sadness mixed with innocence, Trapped in their dreamy
world, Coppola’s figures have the power to open us to the soul with
their glance.

Photographer, Trevor Onn
Have camera. Will travel.
Many of the fabulous images throughout
this glorious magazine are Trev’s
creations.

Coppola has been widely recognized with awards and exhibitions in
Madrid, Roma, Napoli, Milano, Torino, Taormina, Treviso, Budapest,
Paris, London, Lisbon, Berlin, Barcelona and New York.” Christine
Kennedy (New York)

Here he stands with “his fountain”, the
Fountain of Trevi in Rome. It’s devoid of
tourists for a fleeting moment while the
rain pours down.

You can find Claudia at
www.facebook.com/claudiaemanuelacoppola
www.facebook.com/wunderkammerbyme

Cover Photos:
Main - Darling Harbour, Sydney - Image © Trevor Onn
Inset - Busselton Jetty, Western Australia - Image © Keith Trotter
Full page right - Darling Harbour Lighthouse, Sydney - Image © Trevor Onn
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R

emember this. Your comments
and feedback are welcome. You
can visit our website at
www.CreativeTravellerMag.com to
post them. Or send via email to
jenni.onn@CreativeTravellerMag.com
or via Facebook
CreativeTravellerMag/
As promised in this edition I’ve
prepared a step-by-step outline of
how to catch a cruise ship out of
Sydney, if you live somewhere else in
the world, which most people do!

“Once you have

travelled,

T

CLAUDIA EMANUELA COPPOLA,
born in Milan, Italy in 1966, is
uniquely positioned as an artist,
moving effortlessly across
disciplines as a writer, painter,
theatre director and illustrator.
Sinuous lines, vivid colors and
sensational tones are characteristic
of the faces she paints.

Australia. The land down under. Maybe it’s
really the land on top! The world’s songbirds are
known to have evolved from Australian species
so who knows what else originated here?

When he is not behind the camera you’ll
find him working as a lighting and home
automation designer.
www.TrevorOnn.com
©All rights reserved. No material published in this
magazine may be reproduced in whole or in part without
prior written authority. Every endeavour is made to
ensure the information contained herein is correct at
time of distribution. No responsibility is accepted for lost
manuscripts, artwork or images. Creative Traveller is
published quarterly - ABN 61688266954, PO Box 5509
Stafford Heights Q 4053

ravel - One step further. Not
only do we have the article
about how to save time and
money when catching a cruise
from Sydney but I’ve also created
a step-by-step guide for how to
catch a cruise from Brisbane, which
is fast becoming a popular port of
choice because of its relatively close
proximity to the South Pacific Island
nations.
Those of you who are following Keith
Trotter’s series about iconic and
remote areas Australia will be keen to
read the conclusion to this epic trip.
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rt - Paintings on the page. The
art of illustration art. This is an
intriguing look at an unusual
style of picture book.

the voyage

never ends,
but is played out
over and over again

DIARY PIC. So. If you’re
going to write an article
about how to catch a
cruise from Sydney you
sort-of have to do it, yes?

in the quietest
chambers.

The mind

Happy Travels!

can never break off

ife - We have giveaways of
some great reading material to
send in for so go there now to
nab one of the 10, yes ten, books on
offer.

C

ontributors. As always, thanks
for being the best team in the
known universe.

from the

journey.”
Jenni Onn, Editor & Creative Director
Jenni.Onn@CreativeTravellerMag.com
@CreativeTravellerMag
@CreativeTravellerMag

Pat Conroy
Ship and Opera House view at the Overseas
Passenger Terminal , Sydney - Image © Trevor Onn
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The big lap
PART FOUR - CONCLUSION
This trip of a lifetime had to come to an end eventually, but as Keith
Trotter found, there are always a few special surprises in store when
you’re on a road trip through the vast landscape of Australia.

01 Head of Bight, South Australia
Image © Keith Trotter

T

his is the fourth and final
chapter in the story of our Big
Lap. We are now on the home
stretch of a 6 month journey around
a big part of this massive country of
ours.
We were still loving every minute
and still keen not to miss anything.
With no great expectations (which is
how you should approach a trip like
this). We were pleasantly surprised all
the way through, bagging some great
unexpected photos along the way.
Rides and Tours
We have had our splurge of rides and
tours, especially between Katherine
in the NT, and Coral Bay WA, where
we had a total of 16 rides and cruises.
There were 11 boat rides, 2 return
plane trips, 1 helicopter ride, 1 hover
craft and 1 camel ride. This took care
of a fair portion of the budget. As
they say, “you can’t take it with you”.
So far, our trip has taken us from
our home town of Moe in country
Victoria, just 90 minutes east of
Melbourne, up through the red
centre where we experienced
the magic of Uluru, through the

pre-historic beauty of Kakadu to
Darwin. From there we headed west
exploring the uniqueness of the
Kimberley, through the red and dusty
iron ore belt that is the Pilbara, and
finally down the coast to Perth where
we spent some time catching up with
old friends.
It’s fair to say that at this point of
our trip, we’ve now already seen and
experienced the most unique sights
and geological features that we were
likely to encounter, and we really
didn’t expect a lot from the long
journey back east, which includes
crossing the vast expanse of the
Nullarbor back to Melbourne.
There is so much to enjoy on a trip
like this, and so many experiences
and special moments, but for me,
the thing that makes my day is when
I get that photo that’s a bit different.
Broome was the source of some of
my favourite photos, like the camel
trains walking along Cable beach,
and the Staircase to the Moon that
you would have seen two issues ago.
With the best opportunities behind
us now, what I wasn’t counting on
(but was secretly hoping for) was

to find something special again
that would at least match some
of my other works. As it turns out,
sometimes you can be in the right
place at just the right time.
Follow the journey
If you’re not sure where some of
these places are, try opening google
maps on another tab and follow
the journey as we move from one
destination to the next.
Our camera and travel gear
Our Ford Ranger and Lagoon
caravan have performed faultlessly
and we have been extremely happy
with our “rig”.
The Ranger makes for a great tow
car, pulling a total weight of nearly 6
tonne with relative ease. There were
only two things that made the car
struggle. The first one is driving into
a headwind towing a block of flats,
that is always going to be a bit of an
effort, and secondly, when you finally
realise that you’ve been towing the
van with the park brake on for the
last 130km.
That will do it every time.

We only saw a few Lagoon caravans
on our trip, but for a small Melbourne
manufacturer, we were extremely
happy with our purchase. Not once
did we see a van that we would have
swapped ours for. The lay-out was
perfect for us and the quality of the
build was excellent.
My camera gear is very basic.
There is a DSLR camera and a
phone. That’s it. The camera is a
Canon 1300D DSLR which I only just
bought for the trip, it has an 18 –
200mm lens which does a good job,
but now I wish I’d bought a 300mm
lens for those times when 200 is not
quite enough.
The second camera, which often
produced the “shot of the day” and
is the one I use for panoramas, is my
faithful 5 year old HTC One phone.
Farewell nikon
I did start the trip with a third camera,
a Nikon pocket camera that I found
really very handy. It had more zoom
than the others, and was ideal for
taking on long hikes. I’d just stick it in
a shirt pocket or a saddle pocket in
my shorts and off we’d go.
Continued over
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02 & 03 The Trotter’s van interior
Images © Keith Trotter
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Continued from page 4

Unfortunately it was in the lower
pocket of my shorts when I fell in
the water at Florence Falls just out
of Darwin. I was only in the water
long enough for people to point and
laugh momentarily, but the camera
was knackered. Farewell Nikon, you
served me well.
Must See
In the last 7 years, I’d been to the
Perth airport over a hundred times,
flying in and flying out for work, but
had never spent any more than 3
weeks in total in this beautiful city.
This time we stayed in Fremantle
about 20 minutes from Perth, just
relaxing, and enjoying not having to
pack up every night.
We caught up with a few mates
and planned the final leg of our
trip back home. This left us a bit
of time to explore some of the
places in Perth that our friends had
recommended, but unfortunately
we couldn’t see everything. There
was however, one place everyone
insisted we go, so we considered it a
must see. That place was Rotto.
World’s cutest selfies
You go to Rottnest Island to see the
quokkas. They are those cute little
rodents that make for the cutest
selfies you’ve ever seen. It helps if
you are young and nimble enough to
get down on all fours, and if you miss
out, it’s still fun trying.
How to do Rotto
Travelling over to Rottnest Island is
well worth the trip. You take the ferry
over, then take the bus to tour around
the island. If you want to get the most
out of the day,
I’d suggest as plan “A”; take the
early ferry to Rotto. When you get
there, do the bus tour of the whole
island but don’t get off.
This way you can decide where to
get off next time you go around. Then
take the bus again and get off at
those places.
If you take the mid-morning ferry,
you will run out of time.
Plan “B”, stay for a night or two.
Plan “C”, hire a bike and pedal
around.

special photo number 1
We managed to see a few things in
Perth, but realistically didn’t even
scratch the surface in the few days
we were there. Eventually it was time
to move on. We still had another
4,500 km to go, and with 5 weeks up
our sleeve we decided not to go far
on the first day. There was something
down the road that I’d seen photos
of, and wanted to see if I could
capture that same classic shot.
Just 3 hours down the road is
Busselton, a long skinny town
that follows the beach for many
kilometers.
The main attraction in town is the
jetty. It is over 1.8km long, has an
underwater observatory at the end
of it, and makes for a stunning
photo, especially at sunrise.
When you visit, take the
train out to the end of
the jetty. Here you
can take a tour of
the underwater
observatory
and view the
beautifully
coloured
marine life
that call the
jetty home.

04 Busselton Jetty Pylons
Image © Keith Trotter

05 Busselton Jetty
Image © Keith Trotter
07 Quokkas
Image © Keith Trotter

The area
west of
Busselton,
around
No.
Dunsborough
and Yellingup
was some of the most
beautiful countryside we have
seen. We were fortunate to spend
a day with friends who took us on
a guided tour. With their help were
able to really enjoy the beauty of
what is sometimes referred to as
the Margaret River region, although
Margaret River itself is about 40km
south of here. The whole area
from here to Albany reminded
us of Gippsland, the area east of
Melbourne we call home.
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06 Freo bathing huts
Image © Keith Trotter
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08 Busselton Jetty Train
Image © Keith Trotter
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Sense of humour?
Just before Margaret River is the
town of Cowaramup, or Cow town as
the locals prefer. If you’ve got a sense
of humour, you gotta stop. There are
cows everywhere. Not real ones, just
life size glossy ceramic cows, some
standing, some lying down, some
are grazing. They adorn the main
highway through Cow town, and
there are dozens of them. They are
in front yards, in front of shops and
scattered along the footpath.

There is even one guarding the
letter box at the post office. It put big
smiles on our faces and I reckon it is
one of the best tourism promotions I
have seen.
A little bit further south is the town
of Augusta, which you will pass
through to get to Cape Leeuwin, the
most south westerly point on the
Australian mainland.
The stark white lighthouse marks
the point where the Southern ocean
meets the Indian ocean.

Valley of the Giants
Valley of the Giants Treetop walk is
the tree-top experience just outside
Walpole, about 100km west of
Albany. The platform rises slowly
from the entry at ground level to
40 metres above the forest floor,
while the trees in some places rise
up to another 30 metres above the
platform. The platforms are only
supported by poles at the end of
each length, and may look flimsy but
are really well engineered. I’ve seen
other tree-top walks on TV that are
literally in the tree-top, and this is
what I was expecting. We were both
initially underwhelmed, but when
we came to accept that we would
be walking through some of the tree
tops but not all, it really wasn’t that
bad, and we would do it again.
There was also the Giant
Tingle tree that is 25 metres in
circumference at the base. While the
base is hollowed out by fire, it is still
pretty impressive.

10 Fish and chips, Akaroa
Image © Trevor Onn

10 Cowaramup PO mascot
Image © Keith Trotter
12 Treetop walk, Valley of the Giants
Image © Keith Trotter

08 Wild seal, Akaroa Harbour
Image © Trevor Onn
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11 Cowaramup Street Art
Image © Keith Trotter
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09 Cape Leeuwin Lighthouse
Image © Keith Trotter

09 Captain Rob, Black Cat Cruises, Akaroa
Image © Trevor Onn
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13 Giant Tingle Tree
Image © Keith Trotter
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14 The Gap, Albany
Image © Keith Trotter
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Top Class Sightseeing
Albany is a fascinating place,
steeped in a rich history that even
pre-dates the settling of Melbourne
by Batman. A history that centred
on shipping, agriculture, timber and
whaling. These days the focus is on
tourism. The ANZAC memorial is top
class, and would have to be one of
the best in the country. Likewise, the
construction of the viewing area at
The Gap, and The Natural Bridge are
also top class.
Most disappointing here was
people’s attitudes at this fabulous
facility. Using an honour system to
charge a small entry fee, we didn’t
see anyone pay that fee in the 20
minutes we were there. A lot of effort
and money went into creating this
for everyone’s benefit, yet nearly
everyone was taking it for granted.
3rd fav special Photo
Like I said previously, sometimes you
can be in the right place at the right
time. You need some of this luck
to get the right photo. In this case I
was at the Albany marina. I’d hung
around for over an hour (Kerri had left
a long time ago) hoping for a good
shot of the boats and their reflections
in the still water, but it was overcast
and the results were not great. With
nothing to lose, it was already past
beer o’clock, I was prepared to hang
around till dark. When all seemed
lost, and with 10 minutes of sunlight
left, the clouds lifted, leaving me
with almost perfect reflections of the
boats and their masts, inverted in the
still water.

15 The Natural Bridge, Albany
Image © Keith Trotter
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This was exciting. I snapped and
snapped, ending up with some nice
panoramas.
When I reviewed these, I noticed
in one of them I’d captured a seagull
swooping low over the water. It is
this little surprise that made my day.
I could retire for the evening a very
happy boy. It would be another 10
days before I managed to capture
the next and last “special” photo of
our trip.
Chainsaw art
Don’t leave Albany without visiting
the “chainsaw sculptor’s” property on
the outskirts of town. Darrel Radcliffe
opens his gates to the public and
has an array of bush art that he
has sculpted using nothing but a
chainsaw. Darrel also has an honesty
box where you can leave a donation,
so don’t be a tight arse. Help him out.
Some of his work can also be seen in
town and at the beaches.
Thrills and Danger
The day we left, we were only an
hour ahead of a storm that smashed
Albany with 140kph winds. The storm
eventually caught up with us and
tested my driving skills like never
before. Wrestling with the 6 ton rig
was like riding the biggest wave
you’ve ever seen, there were a few
“yee-har” moments. It was exciting, a
real thrill a minute, but was proving a
tad dangerous. It’s at times like this
you have to consider your passenger
who may not be as thrilled, and
realise that other road users may be
having more trouble than you.

So we pulled over into a roadhouse
to ride it out. Once we were parked
up, the van rocked and shook, a bit
like a big carnival ride, but soon the
carnival was over and it was back on
the road again.
Miles and miles
of most beautiful beaches
It took us two days to get to
Esperance, and what a place this is.
Beaches, miles and miles of the most
beautiful beaches you’ve ever seen.
There is the tourist loop of 38km
that takes you past, and allows you
to stop at these beaches. Take your
time, do it twice and even go back
again the next day, because once
you’ve savoured the beauty of an
Esperance beach, you will recognise
them in a photo wherever you are in
the world.
We were now starting to get itchy
feet, thinking about home, so when
we arrived at Norseman, we resisted
the temptation to turn right like a
homesick Victorian, and instead
had Kalgoorlie in our sights. One
of the reasons for this was, our son
James had worked in a gold mine at
Kambalda, just south of Kalgoorlie,
and we wanted to see if the town
fitted his description of it. Our
impression of the town confirmed
what he’d told us.
There are plenty of places we’d
visited along the way that had, what
you might call typical Australian
names, but the one that topped my
list of not quite right names was
Widgiemooltha, about half way
between Norseman and Kalgoorlie.

17 ANZAC memorial, Albany
Image © Keith Trotter

18 Marina reflections, Albany
Image © Keith Trotter

16 Darryl Radcliffe sculpture
Image © Keith Trotter
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19 Chainsaw sculpture, Albany
Image © Keith Trotter
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20 Esperance Beach
Image © Keith Trotter

Widgie burger challenge
The roadhouse / pub has a “Widgie
burger challenge” that involves
eating a very large hamburger
(that’s very large) and a pile of chips.
Many of the miners have their photo
on the legends board in the pub.
Competitors with a time as low as
5 minutes up to a still impressive
15 minutes may get their photo
on the board. James had a very
respectable time of 7½ minutes on
the day he took the challenge, but
we were extremely disappointed to
see that they had not bothered to
put his photo up, so we moved on to
Kalgoorlie for a couple of days.
Gold Mine controlled blast
This is a big town with plenty of
history, and some record breakers, to
make it worth exploring. There is the
Super Pit which is the biggest opencut gold mine in Australia, and it’s
worth being there when they blast.
You see it first, then moments later
the shock waves follow, and you see
people around you jump.
Another record breaker is Questa
Casa, the oldest working brothel in
Australia, and one of the oldest in the
world. They have daily guided tours
that take you through the history and
the workings of the establishment, or
you could actually see up close how
it all works.

spectacular wildflowers
From Kalgoorlie to way past
Norseman, the wildflowers on the
side of the road were prolific. The
colours were spectacular and varied.
We stopped a few times to enjoy
them because they say you should
sometimes stop to smell the roses.

That straight stretch of road should
be a thrill, but like I said, sitting on
95 and towing a block of flats, I was
seriously hanging out for the next
bend. It couldn’t come quick enough.
Then you drive for 2 days with
little sign of civilisation but for the
occasional roadhouse.

longest straight road
One of the most exciting prospects
of crossing the Nullarbor is hitting
the longest straight stretch of road in
Australia. We come to the sign that
announces the start of 146.6km with
no bends, and I’m tempted by the
thought of going faster than my usual
95, so I briskly accelerate to 100 and
realise how pointless this is going to
be. I just wanted to put my foot to the
floor but will save that for another
day, if I ever drive a proper car along
here. Anyway, it was nearly sunset so
we pulled over for the night.

important stop
There are 3 lookouts for the Great
Australian Bight, spaced out along
the journey. If you stop at the first
two and find yourself a little bit
underwhelmed, what are you going
to do when you come to the third and
last lookout? You’re going to pull in,
park the car and get the camera out,
that’s what you’re going to do. This
is the classic view of the Bight and
shouldn’t be missed. It is as iconic as
Ayres Rock. Well, maybe not quite,
but you gotta stop anyway.
Finally there’s a glimpse of
civilisation as we pull in to Penong
for the evening. There was
something special here that I just
had to see. As a kid, I saw a photo
of a windmill at sunset, and it is a
picture that I always wanted to take.
We had seen a few windmills on our
trip, but the conditions were never
right. Then we turn up here, Penong,
home to the biggest windmill in
Australia, and a windmill museum
no less.

Roo danger
We hit the last 126km in the morning,
but not before allowing for the
wildlife to clear the highway. There
are thousands of kangaroo corpses
lining this road for hundreds of
kilometers. This is why you only see
trucks driving at night, your chances
of hitting a roo are much higher, and
most interstate trucks are pretty
much roo proof.

The reason they have the museum
here is because there are more
windmills in the area than there are
in the museum.
Our minds are now winding
down as we count the
days till we get home.
We continue on, going
through the motions,
and for me, the
holiday is behind
us and I can’t wait
to get home. We
stick to our plan,
heading down to
Port Lincoln for a
couple of nights,
also staying
at Whyalla,
Renmark and
Swan Hill before
spending our last
week in Bright.
This is Kerri’s
spiritual home and
we spend a lot of
time there. Where
is Bright, I hear you
ask. If you’ve still got
google maps open, you
will find it a bit over an hour
south of Albury on the NSW /
VIC border. It’s officially the most
beautiful town in Australia in autumn.
A quick google images search of
Bright Victoria will show you why.
Continued over
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21 Lucky Bay, Cape Le Grand, Esperance
22 Norseman wildflower
Images © Keith Trotter
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Pictorial

“2nd Fav

Photo”

Keith Trotter

Keith’s Fav Pics

23 Windmills, Penong
Image © Keith Trotter

No. 1

What next?
And now we’re home planning
our next trip. Very soon, we’ll be
heading off on our next adventure
which should make our travel map
a bit more complete. This time
we’re following the east coast all
the way until the bitumen runs
out, somewhere the other side of
Cooktown, then heading across
to Normanton on the Gulf of
Carpentaria, before we turn south to
visit some of those iconic places like
Mt Isa, Longreach and whatever else
is along the way.
There are also a couple of other
stories on the way about some of the
beautiful destinations that are only a
short distance from home.

24 Busselton Jetty
Image © Keith Trotter

No. 3

Travel Statistics
Some facts and figures after 6
months on the road:
Total distance travelled 24,083km
Total fuel used

3,750 litres

Average fuel
consumption

15.57 l/100km

Average fuel cost

$1.43 / litre

Most expensive fuel

$2.02 / litre @ Kings
Canyon NT

15
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25 Albany Marina Seagull
Image © Keith Trotter
If you missed the previous episodes of Keith’s epic trip, start here Ep 1. www.creativetravellermag.com/files/CreativeT-2017-1-Q3-Digital-upload.pdf
Ep 2. www.creativetravellermag.com/files/CreativeTraveller-Digital-2-2017.pdf
Ep 3. www.creativetravellermag.com/files/CreativeTravellerMag_2018_Q1.pdf

26 Head of Bight Sunset
Image © Keith Trotter

27 Wildflowers, Norseman
Image © Keith Trotter
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C

ruising from Australia has
become very popular, not just
with Aussies but with overseas
visitors as well.
International visitors who want to
see the eye-poppingly gorgeous
beaches of the South Pacific islands
find they can tick off several iconic
beauties via the comfort, ease and
generally good value of a cruise.
Circumnavigation of the giant
island continent of Australia
is another popular choice for
international travellers (mindful of
the stories of outback travel perils)
who consequently opt for coastal
explorations in relative safety. After
all a croc can’t get onto a cruise ship
can it? Only if it’s footwear of course.
Sydney ranks as the most
popular departure point. In fact
they generally have two departure
ports on the go at once. Aussies
like to cruise, a lot. It has become
the most popular holiday of choice
for Australians. Larger ships and
glamorous cruise lines all tend to
depart from Sydney.
Brisbane, on the other hand is very
popular for those in the know about
the fact that the South Pacific nations
are one day’s sailing closer from the
Port of Brisbane than they are from
Sydney.
So for all those people there’s
an article entitled “How to Catch a
Cruise from Brisbane”.
Back to Sydney.
Tip number 1
My number one tip would be to
book your Sydney accommodation
early. As the cruise season heats
up it pushes up the price of
accommodation in and around the
port. Even so, good accommodation
books out fast.

HOW TO CATCH A CRUISE
FROM

sYDNEY
By Jenni Onn

Travel hacks for the ultimate trip. A cruise to the South Pacific perhaps?
How about a circumnavigation of the great southern continent?
Wherever you’re going you’ll need these tips for how to catch that ship
with stress-free ease and complete comfort.
17
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01 Sydney cityscape
Image © Trevor Onn

The flight in
Most visitors arrive via a flight into
Sydney Kingsford Smith Airport.
The airport is situated 8km south
of the city centre, in the suburb
of Mascot, quite near to Botany
Bay where Lieutenant James
Cook disembarked from the HMS
Endeavour to spend a little time at
the beach in 1770.

It would be nice to think he fired
up the barby, spread out a towel,
grabbed his bat and had a game of
beach cricket with Joseph Banks and
Isaac Smith (the first European to set
foot on eastern Australian soil).
“Hey Banksy! Grab those three
sticks and jab ‘em in the sand and
whoever gets me out first can have
the whole place named after ‘em.”
But that probably wasn’t how it
happened.
How to get from Cook’s first
sausage sizzle to the city centre?
This is how we did it...
Travelling to Sydney.
We left home for our city airport at
4:30am. Crazy I know but taxis here
are pricey and the train to Brisbane
airport is nothing short of chillingly
overpriced so when we were offered
a lift we took it, even at stupid o’clock
in the morning.
Flying with Virgin airlines to Sydney
airport was swift and efficient. We
were even given a little snack and
a drink onboard which is a relatively
new development with Virgin.
Arriving in Sydney we disembarked
the plane, grabbed our luggage and
headed for the train.
Ways to transfer to the city.
There are several ways.
1. For the big bucks set, or the
extremely tired northern hemisphere
traveller, jump in a taxi and be
delivered straight to your hotel.
2. There are also shuttle bus services.
https://www.con-x-ion.com/

3. Then there is the train. We
decided to try the train to Sydney
and a bus back to the airport at the
end of the cruise.

signage and fares
Both the International and the
Domestic airport display signs
directing passengers to the train
station. We had the choice of using
the escalator or the lift to head down
to platform 1. It was intuitive and easy.
Sydney people tend to complain
quite a bit about the price of the
train fare from the airport to the city,
however, it is about half the cost
of what we have paid to use the
Brisbane service so we thought it was
good value at approximately $17. This
includes a $14.30 access fee which
travellers pay just to enter or exit at
the airport, per person of course.
One thing to be prepared for
The airport trains are efficient
and frequent. A little novelty of
Sydney trains is their double decker
configuration. It was a tad intense
getting on board with our luggage
as passengers filled up the access
area and didn’t progress upstairs or
downstairs, which meant T was on
the train with his suitcase and I was
on the platform with the doors about
to close. It was necessary to speak
up authoritatively, “Please move back
to let other passengers in!”
Safely onboard we stood with our
suitcases steadied with one hand
while gripping onto whatever was
grippable with the other hand.
Yet more passengers pressed in at
the next station. And when it seemed
impossible to fit in another person,
more passengers squeezed into tiny
spaces at subsequent stations until
the flow began to move in the other
direction as passengers reached their
destinations and remarkably we even
ended up with a seat!

“Please move back

to let
other

passengers
in!”

02 Overseas Passenger Terminal, Sydney
Image © Trevor Onn
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“I imagine
it was some kind of

bulk sheep dip
but it was probably

nothing of the
sort”

03 Sydney Harbour
Image © Trevor Onn

tip number 2
Circular Quay station is the closest
to the port so if you are one of those
brave souls who fly in on the day you
cruise out, you’ll want to disembark
at Circular Quay.
From Circular Quay to can literally
stroll from the station with your
luggage in tow and go straight to the
bag drop. You won’t need directions.
Just walk toward the massive cruise
ship towering over the station. Too
easy!
Before you say, “Sweet I’ll just do
that!” Double check to find out if
your cruise departs at the Overseas
Passenger Terminal beside Circular
Quay, OR The White Bay Cruise
Terminal which is on the other side of
the harbour.
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04 Oaks Goldsborough Apartments
Image © Trevor Onn

Number two cruise tip is to identify
which port your ship leaves from and
if it is White Bay, find out if the cruise
line is offering a tender transfer to
White Bay.
Accommodation in Sydney
Being risk averse when it comes to
itinerary points of change, we went
to Sydney with several days to spare.
This also allowed for some nifty
explorations as well.
We researched many options, and
I suggest you do as well, but in the
end we decided to go with a good
value establishment within walking
distance of Darling Harbour.
Darling Harbour is not where the
ship docks.
That is Circular Quay.

Tip number 3
You can, however, catch a little boat
around to Circular Quay from Darling
Harbour. That would be my number
three cruise tip.

05 Ship & Harbour Master’s Steps, Circular Quay
Image © Trevor Onn

Stay at the more affordable location
near picturesque Darling Harbour
and take a little ferry to your cruise
on the day of departure.
The ferry leaves from the wharf
near Hard Rock Cafe in Darling
Harbour and disembarks at the
Harbour Master’s Steps at Circular
Quay. See image 05 at left.
Where we stayed
We are members of RACQ (The Royal
Automobile Club of Queensland)
and we followed our excellent travel
agent from another company across
to RACQ travel.
There are all sorts of reasons to
book at least some of your travel
elements through an agent and this
is one of them.

After vast amounts of online research
I wasn’t satisfied with the value/
features/location matrix of the
accommodation on offer. Our agent
suggested the Oaks Goldsborough
apartments which is a popular choice
amongst the travel agent ranks. Plus,
as RACQ members, we were eligible
for a discount. Bonus!
We disembarked the train at
Town Hall Station. It is the closest
station to Darling Harbour and while
the walk is mostly downhill I would
recommend jumping in a taxi or Uber
for this last little part of the trip, just
until you dispose of cumbersome
luggage.
Oaks Goldsborough Apartments
are in an architecturally renovated
historic wool store.

The indoor pool looks phenomenally
long at 25m.
I imagine it was some kind of
bulk sheep dip but it was probably
nothing of the sort. It’s just narrow
and very long.
The interior of the building is
fascinating and we took quite a
few photos of the industrial gallery
style features. I loved the ultra high
ceilings and enjoyed the trip through
the building upon each entry/exit.
We had a view of Darling Harbour
from a large window that seemed
quite small in the spacious self
contained apartment. A bar shelf
with high stools would be a fabulous
addition to the window treatment.
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The sofa was undoubtedly the most
uncomfortable example of its type
we have ever encountered but that
was the only negative.
If the sofa is really important to you,
you’re not a proper traveller.
Get off the sofa and go exploring.
We loved the place overall.
It was convenient, interesting and
visually intriguing.
Local places to chow down
In the lift we met a local who
suggested we try Harris Street,
behind the hotel, for interesting
places to eat. So we did.
We found a place called “Cafe
Stories” where we refuelled with a
BLT and a hamburger. The coffee
shop dude told us where we could
find a supermarket so we set off,
found Coles and stocked up on a few
supplies.
So if you stay in this area,
remember Harris Street as an option
for exploring.
The secret walkway
Then of course you have Darling
Harbour with its many dining and
sightseeing options. On level 2 of
the hotel we discovered a walkway
to Darling Harbour via a carpark.
We explored and filmed Hard Rock
Cafe, jellyfish, a historic lighthouse,
a submarine, tourists in tiny red
speedboats who got into trouble
(with some uniformed authority
group) for coming too close to shore.
We walked to The Rocks, explored
a market there then saw the Explorer
of the Seas at the International Cruise
Terminal. We wandered back via Pitt
Street and had an early night. It had
been a long walk.
To the ship!
Overseas Passenger Terminal
To transfer from Darling Harbour to
the Overseas Passenger Terminal, we
simply hopped onto the little ferry
operated by Captain Cook Cruises.
They were happy to welcome us
and our luggage. Tickets were $7
per person purchased on board.
The ferry departs from the jetty
just out front of the Hard Rock Cafe
and disembarks at the Harbour
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Master Steps a few metres from the
International Cruise Port at Circular
Quay. You can’t miss your ship from
here. You are practically underneath
the bow!

www.captaincook.com.au/sydneyharbour-cruises/ferries/darling-harbourferry/

From other parts of Sydney I’d
suggest going by train to Circular
Quay or by ferry. The train station
exits are at Wharves 4 and 5, an easy
walk to the International Cruise Port.
Train maps and ferry information
can be accessed easily on the
Transport NSW website.
https://transportnsw.info/routes/ferry

White Bay Cruise Terminal
P&O is one of the cruise lines that
often depart from White Bay. They
offer transfers from Sydney’s Central
Train Station to White Bay Cruise
Terminal for $15 per person each way.
Many smaller ships such as Sea
Princess, Sun Princess, Azamara Club
Cruises, Oceana Cruises, Ponant
Seabourn and Silversea ships are
likely to depart from White Bay.
Captain Cook Cruises also run a
White Bay ferry from Circular Quay
Wharf 6 to their cruise port wharf
which is close and convenient for the
White Bay Cruise Terminal. You can
purchase tickets on board for about
$9 per person and be at your ship in
about 20 minutes.
Shuttle Bus
We opted for a shuttle bus return
to the airport from the Overseas
Passenger Terminal.
As we were trundling along with
our suitcases we were approached
by a fellow who offered us a great
deal on a trip via his shuttle bus
company to transfer to the airport.
Now in any other country I’d be
very wary of such things but this is
Australia right?
As it turns out this was probably
not one of the official shuttle buses
as its arrival activated swarms of
authoritarian types who hovered
around the space like ants on a
meaty bone.
It was somewhat amusing to watch
from our seat under a nearby tree.

Rogues and Drama
Other passengers were grumbling
about the clipboard set as they put
forward several arguments to the
entrepreneurial team who were
trying to make a few dollars from the
outgoing cruise passengers.
One man seated beside me spoke
up and said, “Why don’t you get a
real job?”
He was obviously not a fan of
officialdom.
The reality of the situation was that
the “rogue” bus operators offered
passengers a better deal than the
other shuttle transport groups.

When a big semi trailer pulled into
the “official reserved parking” space
the clipboard group raced off in
a flurry to deal with the offending
presence and conveniently our bus
fired up and we all piled on board
and hit the road.
So as to catching the shuttle, you
decide which one you pick. It’s highly
likely that the non-official shuttle
has been moved on well and truly
by now, but it was a very convenient
and efficient way for us to arrive on
time to our flight in comfort and good
value.

06 Ship at Overseas Passenger Terminal and
ferry at the Harbour Master’s Steps, Circular
Quay, Sydney

The “drama” was just free
entertainment at the time.

Image © Trevor Onn

So where did we go?
Now if you’re anything like me, your
number one question, at this point is,
“Where did your cruise go?”
For an answer to that question, refer to issue 3.

www.creativetravellermag.com/files/CreativeTravellerMag_2018_Q1.pdf
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Queen Victoria Building Exterior
Image © Trevor Onn

Sydney
pictorial

What to do in Sydney with a day or two to spare

Queen Victoria Building Interior
Image © Trevor Onn

White Bay cruise terminal
Image © Trevor Onn
Luna Park
Image © Trevor Onn
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Old Government House
Image © Trevor Onn

Sydney Pictorial
Continued

Darling Harbour
Image © Trevor Onn
Jenolan Caves Entrance
Image © Trevor Onn
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Sydney Opera House and Harbour Bridge
Image © Trevor Onn
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Silver gull at Circular Quay cafe
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B

risbane is a popular choice for
cruisers because of its close
proximity to the South Pacific
Island nations of New Caledonia
and Vanuatu. Cruises leaving from
Brisbane enjoy a shorter and usually
calmer trip.
Because the incredibly beautiful
islands are a day’s sailing closer,
this allows for extra time exploring
the destination and therefore a lot
of visitors who fly to catch a cruise
opt for Brisbane as their point of
departure.
Add to that, the fact that The Great
Barrier Reef is just off the coast of
Queensland, it only makes sense to
begin your exploration of this natural
wonder from the closest capital city.
Even Aussies may have several
hours in the air before they touch
down in their cruise port.
Consider the flying time from
Perth. It takes roughly 5 hours to fly
to Sydney. Add on an extra half hour
to fly to Brisbane and you save a
full day’s sailing which can be spent
swimming in a pristine lagoon or
marvelling at sparkly water from the
shade of a convenient palm tree.
Mega news
The hot news on the travel horizon is
the new Brisbane cruise ship terminal
which is due for launch in 2020.
Here’s a video about it. Viewers of
the TV series Utopia may enjoy this
one.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6ffdB5KtPg&f
eature=youtu.be

HOW TO CATCH A CRUISE
FROM

brisbane
By Jenni Onn

To be one day’s sailing closer to the island nations of the fabulous South
Pacific, clued-on cruisers begin the voyage in Brisbane. For those who
want to give it a try, here’s the latest info on how and why.
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01 Moreton Bay sunset, Brisbane
Image © Trevor Onn

Once the mega cruise ships have
a dedicated place to dock we can
expect massive growth to
occur in the choice of cruises
departing from Brisbane.
For now we are mostly
limited to smaller ships up to
270 metres in length which
include
»» P&O Pacific Dawn, Pacific
Aria and Pacific Jewel
»» Princess Cruises Sea
Princess and Sun Princess
»» Seabourn Odyssey
»» Holland America
Volendam
plus a few others

Arrival in Brisbane
If you fly into Brisbane you can take a
shuttle bus directly to Portside which
is where almost all cruises depart
from.
www.theairportflyer.com.au/airports-

www.portsideparking.com.au/parking/
brisbane-cruise-ship-parking/

Happy Cruising!
P.S. The links provided in these cruise
articles are only for the benefit of readers‘
research. Creative Traveller Mag has not
received one iota from the businesses
mentioned.

terminals/brisbane-cruise-terminal

Accommodation
If you need an overnight stay there
are quite a few accommodation
options close to the area and some
offer a shuttle service to/from the
port and or airport.
www.brisbaneairportinn.com.au/shuttle
www.airolodge.com.au/
www.airportclayfieldmotel.com.au/

Arrival at the port
Once you arrive at the Brisbane
Cruise Terminal, drop in your bags
then wander next door to the
Portside Wharf shops where you
can partake of a coffee, grab a
few last minute items at the small
supermarket, pick up a snazzy new
outfit, or take the lift to the viewing
deck to suss out your ship.
If you are really early you may be
able to catch a movie at the Dendy
cinema.
www.portsidewharf.com.au/

If you are being dropped off by
friends, go to the carpark beside the
check-in building at the wharf. It’s
the main building and the open air
carpark is obvious and easy to find.
Another option is to park a car
at one of the close by car parking
facilities who will take you to the
Portside Wharf in a free shuttle bus.
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Award winning Fantasy
S

on the page

Educational

CYTHE, and sequel, THUNDERHEAD,
by Neal Shusterman

Catching a Dream
Images © Claudia
Emanuella Coppola,
Takara Beech,
J. R. Poulter

Generally you need an illustrator for an
‘illustrated’ book. Right? Well in this article,
J.R.Poulter explores a creative alternative to the
traditional picture book.

G

enerally, you need an
illustrator for an ‘illustrated’
book. Right? But what if the
‘story’ is an allegorical poem full of
images heavy with symbol? Would
traditional illustration necessarily be
the best way to go?
This was the dilemma that faced
me with doing “Catching a Dream.”
Fortunately for me, there was a
solution at hand, Claudia Emanuella
Coppola! Claudia is an Italian artist,
whose work is noted for its use of
symbolism and layers of meaning.
Perfect!
I sent Claudia the allegorical poem
and she produced stunning paintings
to encapsulate what she saw in each
verse.
The result is a series of amazing
images, linked together by the poem
and the way gifted designer, Takara
Beech, has woven the text through
the images, having the text layout
and font choice reflect elements in
the images. This is not an ‘illustrated’
book in the usual sense.

What is the difference?
A traditionally illustrated book
evolves from page to page, new
dimensions of the story being
revealed with each page turn. Each
image carries the story forward
towards its conclusion. An illustration
holds part of the book’s written story
and may even augment the story
with a visual subplot.
A work of art contains its full
‘meaning,’ its whole story, within its
own parameters. Within Victorian
art, narrative painting was given its
own category. Thomas Benjamin
Kennington was one of its masters.
The allegorical poem, Catching a
Dream, progresses towards a final,
rounding verse. However, each verse
has its own a nuances of meaning
and symbolism.
The richly colourful paintings by
Claudia have continuity in style and
in the use of the symbolism which
both complements and enhances the
particular verse they each illustrate
and the poem as a whole.

The book received a 5 Star Review
from Readers’ Favorite, the reviewer
perfectly aligning verse and image “Catching a Dream by J.R. McRae
is a single poem about the wonders
of childhood, and the dreams
that surrounded us while we were
growing up. McRae’s imagination
overwhelmingly pours out from
[the] images, with the phrases laced
in golden allusions and hauntingly
beautiful descriptions. I honestly
loved this book.
Robin Goodfellow, poet, writer,
Readers’ Favorite reviewer”
Would “Catching a Dream” worked
as well with a more traditional
illustrative approach? I don’t believe
so. Each verse in the allegorical
poem, whilst linked to the following
verse, had its own distinct set of
images and symbols. Claudia’s style
matched perfectly, her paintings
illuminate each verse with their
own unique symbolism and vibrant
colours.

“SCYTHE,” a riveting mix of fantasy and scifi, has collected a National Book Award, a
Printz Honor Book and a Publishers Weekly
Best Book and sat on the New York Times
bestseller list for 11 weeks. It has been touted
as the first real successor to the Hunger
Games series.
But how often do reviewers say of a sequel,
“surpasses its predecessor” [Booklist] and “even better
than the first book” [SLJ]? That is what they say about
“Thunderhead.”
The series is more than just a hot page-turner, it raises
questions of ethics and morality that will stay with the
reader long after they close the book. This is a series not
afraid to ask the big questions of life and death!
Patrick Ness’ Chaos Walking Trilogy is a multiaward-winning modern classic of dystopian fiction to
which Scythe and Thunderhead have been compared.
The series has a new edition, with eye-catching new
covers, to celebrate its 10th year of publication and the
upcoming film of Book 1, The Knife of Never Letting Go.
The Knife of Never Letting Go, ISBN: 9781406379167
The Ask and the Answer, ISBN: 9781406379174
Monsters of Men, ISBN: 9781406379181
SCYTHE, ISBN: 9781406379242,
THUNDERHEAD, ISBN: 9781406379532.

Walker Books 2018
Reviewed by J.R.McRae
The Children’s Book Council of Australia (CBCA) have
announced three Walker Books’ titles have been
shortlisted for the annual CBCA Awards.
They are:
Ten Pound Pom (Black Dog Books) by Carole Wilkinson
and Liz Anelli (Picture Book of the Year)
Koala (Walker Books) by Claire Saxby and Julie Vivas (Eve
Pownall Award for Information Books)
Amazing Australians in their Flying Machines (Walker

www.CreativeTravellerMag.com

5 STAR REVIEW: Reviewed By Vernita Naylor for
Readers’ Favorite
In Ben in the Land of 1,000 Mangoes, by J.R. Poulter,
children will learn about India, they will be able to
experience the traditions and culture of this beautiful
country. The story is written in a simple format that will
keep young readers interested in the story, engaged
in what they are reading. This picture book is not only
educational, but breathtakingly beautiful; the pictures
tell a story all on their own. Your child will come away
filled with the excitement and novelty of a whole new
world.
TEACHER REVIEW: As we follow the journey of Ben
and his family to a different country, we learn about the
colourful landscape and beauty of India, a continent rich
with history, tradition and culture. This story gives us a
fascinating insight into one of our neighbours and teaches
us about the diversity the world we live in. Adrienne T.
O’Connell, B.A., Grad. Dip. Ed., taught children from
indigenous classrooms in the outback to multicultural
classrooms in the city.
ISBN: 9781925484441

Books) by Prue Mason, Kerry Mason and Tom Jellett (Eve
Pownall Award for Information Books)
The most influential and highly respected book awards
in Australia promoting books of high literary and artistic

Word Wings for Kids, 2018
Reviewed by Vernita Naylor
for Readers’ Favorite

quality, the CBCA presents annual awards for outstanding
contribution to Australian children’s literature. The Eve
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B

en in the Land of 1,000 Mangoes
Multi-Ed Series, Book 1, by J.R.Poulter, illustrated by
Joyeeta Neogi, designed by Takara Beech

Pownall Award recognises outstanding books which have
the prime intention of documenting factual material.
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Reader Rewards

Subcriber
Giveaways!
SCYTHE
& THUNDERHEAD

There are 5 packs of this award winning set to giveaway.

To go into the draw for one of

5 SUBSCRIBER GIVEAWAYS
send an email to

giveaway@CreativeTravellerMag.com
before 1 September 2018 and tell us
what YOU love most about
Creative Traveller Magazine.

A zillion thanks to Walker Books for these Fabulous Gift Sets!
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Join us at

subscribe to
creative traveller
If you received this copy from a
friend and you’d like to enjoy the
same free digital subscription go to
www.CreativeTravellerMag.com
and enter your details, or send an
email to media@CreativeTravellerMag.
com and we’ll sort it for you.

Remember we are a quarterly
publication so you can expect the next
issue in August/September.

invite a writer

BrisBane’s

ultimate
Personaltraining

&

KicKBoxing

studio

and

set
yourself

free

10 classes & 1 x PT
session for $130,
saving $70
st

st
Offer expires
2018
Offer
expiresAugust
May 3131
2018

If you’d like to invite a writer to review your event, business, product or
service please send details to Editor@CreativeTravellerMag.com
Our schedules are tight so please be patient. If your service/project/
business aligns with our upcoming features we will contact you to make
further arrangements.

next issue

Our upcoming issue takes us to vibrant and frenetic Asia where intense
colours rule and food is hot, sweet, sour and spicy. Yum!

To take up this offer or for more information contact us today.

Phone
0424 382 697
Email
brisfitempire@gmail.com
or drop in and see us at 3/37 Windorah St Stafford.

Where will we go in the creative world of the arts?
Well that will be a surprise!
Life takes a look at fitness and health.

A very important feature for living your best life!
See you next time!
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